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Context 

  Thermoelectric (TE) materials permitting the conversion of heat into electricity (and vice versa) are among 

the foremost sustainable energy solutions in the current context of looming energy crisis and climate change. 

Their huge potential for energy harvesting is dependent upon discovering materials having higher TE 

efficiency than those available. But the vast chemical space of materials has only allowed for 

experimental/computational scanning of a small fraction till yet. Machine learning (ML) can enable this 

enormous scanning of the material space. However, the availability of low experimental TE datasets (at 

controlled conditions) severely limits application of many ML techniques across different families of TE 

compounds. SISSO is a novel compressed-sensing based ML technique which uses Sure Independent 

Screening (SIS) in combination with a Sparsifying Operator (SO) to predict physically informed descriptors 

from a relatively small dataset [1]. Interestingly, its potential for functional materials, especially TE materials, 

has still been untapped. Here, we propose employing SISSO to accomplish the task of finding the most 

efficient TE materials within and across different compound families.  

Objectives and methodology  

  The PhD project starts with the extraction of primary features from DFT and experimental databases for 

specific families of TE compounds: binary chalcogenides, silicides and Heuslers to span the whole 

temperature range of interest for applications. The primary features include generic quantities like working 

temperature, dopant concentrations, electronegativities,…etc…Since one of the specificities of D5 is the 

discovery of new chemical descriptors in several domains of materials science, one aim of the project is to 

propose new primary features based on the chemistry of the different families of compounds.   

SISSO will then be applied to define descriptors for the TE properties which are the target properties in 

this project. For example, the target property ZT=S2T/ where S is the Seebeck coefficient,  and  are the 

electrical and thermal conductivities respectively and T the working temperature, measures the conversion 

efficiency of a TE material. ZT can be expressed as a linear combination: ZT= ∑ 𝒄𝒊𝒅𝒊 + 𝐀𝒏
𝒊=𝟏  where di is the 

set of descriptors with dimension n given by SISSO and A is the intercept.   

Similar descriptors will be alternatively predicted for S, σ, and κ independently. The two sets of descriptors 

will then be used for high-throughput screenings (HTS) by exhausting all the possible combinations of 

different chemical elements at various concentrations, to predict new compounds with high ZTs in each family 

of materials. The TE properties of the best candidate materials emerging from these two screenings will 

finally be verified using DFT calculations one of the well-known specialties of D5.   

The PhD will conclude with the attempt to predict universal TE descriptors transferrable for all 

compound classes by repeating the process whilst including top ranked primary features from initial 

calculations in combination with crystallographic features e.g. symmetry operations (quantified), bond lengths 

and angles among others. 

Practical information  

  We seek a candidate with strong theoretical background in condensed matter chemistry/physics as well as 

interest in computer science and strong motivation on applying machine learning techniques to materials 

discovery. The candidate should have an MSc education that will be compatible with a PhD in theoretical 

chemistry (including courses on statistical thermodynamics and quantum mechanics) and an average grade 

that equals 12/20 or better (programming experience (eg. Python, Fortran) will be an advantage).  

Applications (MSc grades, cover letter explaining the motivation, CV, contact details of 2 references) 

should be sent to Prof. Philippe Jund (philippe.jund@umontpellier.fr). Consideration of candidates will begin 

immediately and will continue until the position is filled. 
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